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This note proves the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture for (& - e)-free graphs 
from first principles. The proof directly yields an o(pn*) algorithm for p-coloring a 
perfect (K4 - e)-free graph. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A graph G is perfect if for all vertex-induced subgraphs H of G (including 
G itself), the chromatic number of H equals the size of the largest clique of 
H. The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture (SPGC, for short), due to Berge 
Cll, says 
SPGC: A graph is perfect is and only if it 
contains no hole or antihole. 
A hole is a chordless odd-length (35) circuit and an antihole is the 
complementary graph of a hole. Any odd-length circuit whose vertices 
induce a subgraph that contains no triangle must contain a hole. For more 
information about perfect graphs, the reader is referred to the books by 
Golumbic [3] and Berge and Chvatal [2]. 
This paper verities the SPGC for (K4 - e)-free graphs, that is, graphs 
whose edges are each in just one (maximal) clique. Figure 1 shows a K4 - e 
subgraph. Our proof will start from first principles and will be constructive, 
yielding an O(pn2) algorithm to p-color an n-vertex hole-free (K4 - e)-free 
graph with maximum clique size p. 
Parthasarathy and Ravindra presented an incorrect proof of the SPGC 
for (K4 - e)-free graphs [6, on page 99 line - 8, the assertion “WV, + 1 4 E’ is 
false]. Their proof also was not from first principles; it used an important 
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FIGURE 1 
result by Lovasz [5] about critical perfect graphs (graphs that are not per- 
fect but all of whose proper vertex-induced subgraphs are perfect). Since 
the chromatic number of perfect graphs can be found in polynomial-time 
(see [4]), it is desirable to have constructive proofs of the SPGC that yield 
polynomial-time coloring algorithms. 
All graphs G = (V, E) in this note will consist of a finite vertex set V and 
a set E = { vivj} of undirected edges. A clique is a set of mutually adjacent 
vertices and is set-theoretically maximal (a clique cannot be properly con- 
tained a larger clique). Given a path P and distinct vertices x, y on P, let 
(x, P, y) denote the segment of P going from x to y. 
A graph is (properly) k-colored if each vertex is assigned one of k colors 
such that adjacent vertices receive different colors. If G has been colored, 
we can form the subgraph G, of G generated by all vertices of colors i and 
j. An i-j interchange at x interchanges the names of colors i and j in the 
component of G, containing x. 
In trying to color hole-free graphs, we can nssurne that every clique has 
size at least 3: if an edge uu forms a 2-clique we remove it and after color- 
ing the graph reattach edge uv; if u and r both have color i, perform an i-j 
interchange at U, for some j, j# i (this interchange cannot affect v, or else 
there would be a chordless even-length i-j path from u to v that forms a 
hole with edge uu). 
2. SPGC FOR (K,-e)-FREE GRAPHS 
The critical theorem we use to color (& - e)-free graphs is: 
THEOREM 1. Any hole-free (K, - e)-free graph with all cliques of size > 3 
contains a vertex belonging to at most two cliques. 
Proof This proof starts like the argument of Parthasarathy and 
Ravindra in [6] by building a chordless path in a hole-free (K4 - e)-free 
graph G, but the length and purpose of our path is different. 
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FIGURE 2 
Starting from any given vertex or, we build a chordiess path 
p= (Ul, u2, Us,...), where edge zliui+ r is in the (unique) clique Ci, 
such that for i + 1 <J cliques Ci and C, are disjoint. 
Let P be extended as far as possible-until we reach a vertex uk such that 
for every vertex w  adjacent to vk either (a) w  is adjacent to some ui, i < k, 
or (b) the clique C’ containing w  and vk has a vertex in common with some 
clique Ci of P. We shall show that vk belongs to at most two cliques, thus 
proving the theorem. 
Suppose C’ is a clique containing vk (C’ # Ck- r ), and every vertex 
w  E C’ - vk is adjacent to one or more vi in P - vk but is not in any C,. See 
Fig. 2. Then w  cannot be adjacent to two consecutive vertices vi, v, + r, for 
then w  E Ci. Note that no ui can be adjacent to two such w’s, wr and w2, or 
else (vi, wr, w2, vk} form a K4 - e. 
Let I(u,~) = k-j+ 1 be the length of the path (vi, P, vk, w). If WV,E E, 
then Z(v,) must be odd or else (~1, vi, P, uk, w) is an odd-length (35) circuit 
free of triangular chords and hence contains a hole. By assumption 
jC’I >, 3, and so C’ - vk contains two distinct vertices w’, 1~“. Let v,w’ and 
u, w” be edges. Then (v,, P, u,.) must be even-length (since I(u,) and I(v,) are 
both odd). Hence (w’, v,, P, v,, w”, w’) is an odd-length (35) circuit free of 
triangular chords and contains a hole. 
This contradiction proves that any clique C’ containing uk (C’ # Ck ~ r ) 
must contain at least one vertex w  that is in some Ci and forms the triangle 
( W, Vi, vi+ r), but no other triangles with P (w cannot be in two or more Cj 
by the definition of P). Suppose vk is a member of three cliques: C, ~, and 
two other cliques D, and D,. Let wr and w2 be vertices in D, and D,, 
respectively, that form triangles with v,., u, + r and v,, us+ r , respectively (i.e., 
w1 E C, and w2 E C,). See Fig. 3. Since G is (K4 - e)-free, w, w2 $ E. Assume 
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Y<S (if Y=S, then {u,,u,+~,w~, w2} is a K-e). By the argument in 
the preceding paragraph, I(v,+,) and I(u,+,) muIst both be odd. Then 
(0 r+l, P, v,) is odd length, and so (w,, v~+~, P, us, w2, vk, wl) is an odd- 
length circuit whose (vertex-induced) subgraph does not contain a triangle 
and thus contains a hole (note: wi, MJ~ form no triangle with P- v~). This 
completes the proof that vk is in at most two cliques. 1 
COROLLARY. An n-vertex, hole-free, (K4 - e)-free graph G with maximal 
clique size p and no 2-cliques has < 2pn edges. 
Proof. Proof by induction. Let x be in two cliques of G, as in 
Theorem 1. Then deg(x) < 2(p - 1). If either (or both) of x’s cliques were a 
triangle such as {x, a, b}, then G-x will have the 2-clique (a, h). In this 
case, also remove the edge (a, b) from G-x; as noted earlier, removing a 
2-clique will not create a hole. By induction, the resulting (n - 1)-vertex 
graph G-x which is hole-free, ( K4 - e)-free and 2-clique-free has 
<2p(n - 1) edges. Thus G has less than 2p(n - 1) + [2(p - 1) + 2]= 2pn 
edges. 1 
Theorem 1 yields a simple induction proof of our key result. 
THEOREM 2. The Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture is true for (K4 -e)- 
free graphs: for (K, - e)-f ree graphs, being hole-free implies perfection. 
ProoJ Our proof is by induction on the number 12 of vertices in the 
graph. It is trivial for n = 1. Suppose that any (n - 1)-vertex hole-free 
(K4 - e)-free graph is perfect, and let G be such an n-vertex graph. By 
induction, any proper induced subgraph H of G is perfect. To prove that G 
is perfect, it remains to show that G can be p-colored, where p is the 
maximum clique size in G. As noted at the end of Section 1, we can assume 
initially that our graph G (and G - t)i - v2, etc.) have no 2-cliques and then 
insert them later. 
By induction G - v can be p-colored for any vertex u. By Theorem 1, 
choose u to be a vertex in two cliques of G, K,, and K,. (If v is in just one 
clique, it is trivial to color v properly.) Since there are p colors but 
1 K, - VI <p - 1, some color c1 does not appear in K, but is used for vertex 
wI in K, (if c, did not appear in K,, u could be given color cl). Similarly 
there is a color c? that does not appear in K, but is used for vertex w2 in 
KZ. Perform a ci - c2 interchange at wi, making wi’s color c2. The 
interchange cannot affect w2, or there would be an odd-length chordless 
c1 - c2 path from w1 to w2 which together with v forms a hole. Now v can 
be given color c1 . 1 
To convert Theorem 2’s proof into an algorithm, we suppose that we are 
given the clique-vertex incidence matrix M of a hole-free (K4 - e)-free 
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graph G whose maximum clique size is p. Actually we would represent M 
with two sets of linked lists, one set for the vertices (telling for each i, which 
cliques vertex ui is in) and one set for the cliques; and the two sets would 
have cross-indexing (the entry for clique C, in vertex v,‘s list of cliques 
would have a pointer to the entry for ui in C,‘s list). If there were any edges 
which are cliques of size 2 (not contained in a larger clique), we would 
remove them initially and replace them later. There are at worst O(n2) 
2-cliques and O(n) other cliques (since by the Corollary, there are O(n) 
other edges). We have counts on the sizes of the lists in each set and order 
the vertices according to increasing sizes of their clique lists (this ordering 
takes nlog(n) effort). 
We index the n vertices of G with v, being a vertex at the beginning of 
the ordering of the vertices- in the fewest cliques. This number of cliques 
must be ~2 by Theorem 1. Then v, is deleted from G: it is deleted from the 
vertex lists of the two cliques which contain v, and we reduce the count by 
1 on the size of these two cliques (we also save the names of these cliques 
for later when v, is put back into G). When a clique’s size is 3 before u,, is 
removed (it is a triangle), we delete the whole clique- and save its vertex 
list (since what remains after v, is gone would just be a 2-clique): remove it 
from the clique list of its other two vertices, call them u’, v”; then the clique 
count for v’ and U” is reduced by 1; and finally v’ an.d v” are each 
repositioned in the ordering of the vertices. All this updating requires O(n) 
effort. Next IJ,- , is the vertex at the beginning of the ordering for G after v,, 
is deleted. We update and then pick v,,+ 2, and so on. Thus the whole 
indexing takes O(n’) steps. 
Suppose Gk-, , generated by vi, v~,..., ukP [, has been p-colored and that 
we have adjacency lists for these vertices. Let G, be the subgraph induced 
by v,, v2 ,..., ok, where vk was chosen to be in just two cliques C’ and C” (or 
possibly one) in Gk. We had saved the names of C’ and C” and their vertex 
lists. With this information we make the clique list for vk, build an 
adjacency list for ok, append ok to the adjacency lists of other vertices in C 
and C” and finally add ok to the vertex lists for C’ and C” (if C’ or C” was 
a triangle, reconstruct its vertex list). This updating requires O(n) effort. 
Now we procede to extend the p-coloring of G, _, to a p-coloring of G,, as 
in the proof of Theorem 2, by using an i-j interchange. If one or both of 
vk’s cliques are triangles, we first have to perform one or two i-j 
interchanges to re-insert the third edge (not involving vk) on such triangles. 
Any of these three possible i-j interchanges takes at most O(e) steps. 
Altogether updating and i-j interchanges for all n vertices require O(ne) 
steps. By the Corollary, e < 2pn in an n-vertex graph which is free of 
2-cliques, and so O(ne) = O(pn’). 
To convert the p-coloring of G, to a p-coloring of 6, we replace all the 
edges of the original G which were not part of triangles (and were removed 
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earlier). For i = 1, 2 ,..., p - 1, let Hi denote the subgraph of G induced by 
vertices of colors i and i + 1. Note that each Hi is triangle-free and hence 
bipartite. We construct adjacency lists of H, , H,, N, ,..., HP- 1 (assuming p 
is even) and properly color each of these H, with colors i and i + 1, to 
obtain a p-coloring of G. If p is odd, first 2-color H,, H3,..., HPPz, and 
afterwards 2-color HP- L. Since each edge is in at most one clique, the cli- 
que-vertex incidence matrix can be used to produce the needed adjacency 
lists in O(e) steps. Bipartite coloring of all the Hi takes O(n2) steps. 
Since no stage required more than O(pn2) steps, we have. 
THEOREM 3. An n-vertex perfect (K4 - e)-free graph G can be p-colored 
in O(pn2) steps, where p is the maximal clique size. 
Here we have assumed the clique-vertex incidence matrix was given. This 
incidence matrix takes O(n3) steps to construct from the adjacency matrix: 
the vertices adjacent to vertex x, can be partitioned in O(n2) steps into 
disjoint cliques using the fact that an edge is in only one clique: then delete 
.‘cI and all edges in these cliques and repeat the process for G - x1, etc. 
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